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"Uncle Angus, I've thought this through. Don’t worry about me. Please have faith in me and know that I'm going to be just fine,"

Leon consoled the others when he spotted the worried looks on their faces.

"But," Seeing how Leon made up his mind, Angus and Yuri could only remain silent.

Leon then turned his attention to Iris, Cynthia, and the others. "Iris, I plan to go up against the Southern Boss, and it can be quite

dangerous. You need to take Cynthia and the others and hide with the Scammells for now," He said seriously.

Since arriving in the Southern Region, after spending such a long time together, he already regarded Cynthia, Snow, and Ruth

as family. With Iris added to the mix, these four women became his greatest vulnerability.

Although he possessed numerous trump cards and had no fear of the Southern Boss, he knew that the father-son duo of the

Southern Boss and Rodney were treacherous and unscrupulous in their actions, willing to resort to any means to achieve their

goals.

If Iris, Cynthia, and the other three women remained by his side, there was a risk that the Southern Boss and Rodney might see

the situation turning against them and target Iris and the others instead, which would undoubtedly place Leon in an extremely

disadvantageous position.

In short, for the sake of safety, he hoped that Iris and Cynthia, along with the other women, would leave first and take refuge at

the Scammells Mansion, which would allow him to deal with the Southern Boss without any reservations.

"What? You want us to leave?" Iris and Cynthia, along with the other women, were taken aback by his words and all shook their

heads simultaneously, rejecting Leon's proposal.

"Iris, what are you all thinking? If you stay, it will only distract me," Leon did not expect that none of the women would be willing

to leave and could not help but feel anxious.

"I know, but if you don't leave, I'm not leaving either!" Iris spoke with unwavering determination.

She might not know what Leon was thinking, but she was certain of one thing: in this upcoming confrontation with the Southern

Boss, danger lurked at every turn, even a slim chance of survival. With her profound feelings for Leon, how could she abandon

him to face the danger alone and save herself? It was something she couldn't bring herself to do.

"But," Leon opened his mouth, intending to persuade Iris, but she interrupted him before he could utter a word.

"Leon, don't even try to convince me to leave! Either you leave with me, or I stay and face the danger with you! In any case, even

if it means death, I refuse to leave alone!" Iris's tone was resolute and left no room for doubt.

"And us too! Leon, if you and Iris don't leave, we won't leave either," Cynthia, Snow, and Ruth all spoke up, each expressing their

refusal to leave alone.

"But," Seeing the unwavering determination of Iris and Cynthia, Leon could not help but feel troubled. At the same time, he felt

moved.

As the saying goes, true character reveals itself in times of hardship. In this moment of crisis, Iris and Cynthia were unwilling to

abandon him and leave him alone, which touched him deeply.

However, the Southern Boss and Rodney were too treacherous and unscrupulous. If Iris and Cynthia went to take refuge at the

Scammell Mansion and the Southern

Boss got wind of it, he might send someone to target them, thereby forcing Leon to submit.

Should that happen, Leon would be placed at a disadvantage.

With that considered, he might as well let Iris and Cynthia stay to prevent the Southern Boss and Rodney from taking advantage.
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